
 

 

The Hotel Engineers Association of New York Inc. Explores the 

Best Ways to Renovate, Retrofit and Reposition Properties  

As many of New York’s magnificent hotels age, keeping up with new technology and 

trends can be daunting. On Wednesday, March 20
th

 2013 the Hotel Engineers Association of 

New York Inc. held a breakfast seminar at the Penn Club, “New Ideas for Your Old Hotel: 

Renovating, Retrofitting, and Repositioning Properties,” which explored the most efficient and 

cost effective ways hotels can complete renovations and keep their hotels up to date. 

John E. Osborn, Esq., General Counsel to the Hotel Engineers Association of New York, 

along with David Helpern, FAIA, Principal, Helpern Architects, and Joan Capelin, Capelin 

Communications, Inc., organized the program, which featured Scott Geraghty, Area Vice 

President/General Manager, Ritz Carlton New York, Sean Holmes, President, H2 Hospitality 

Group, Manager for the Holiday Inn Manhattan View, Kevin J. Lorenz, AIA, President, 

Allied/CMA Inc, and John Rice, PE, Partner in Charge of Mechanical Engineering, AKF Group 

LLC. Mr. Helpern moderated the seminar. 

Mr. Osborn opened the program by providing several insights regarding hotel renovation: 

 Avoid surprises by developing a thorough knowledge of the hotel property. This includes 

the architect getting to know what the chief engineer already knows about the property; 

 Be sure that you make the right decision about whether to close the entire hotel during the 

renovation;  

 Focus on landmark and zoning issues at the very beginning; 

 Develop a realistic and well vetted estimate of construction cost at the outset, which has 

been carefully examined by the architect and construction manager; and 

 Be sure to explore creative funding options prior to your renovation including resources 

provided by NYSERDA and Con Edison. 

The panelists expanded on these themes and offered tips on how to best achieve each of these 

goals. Mr. Osborn closed the program by noting that, “while projects that are built from the 

ground up may be the most attractive, renovations are the projects that require the most 

creativity.”  

The Hotel Engineers Association of New York Inc. (“HEANY”) presents programs 

quarterly on topics of interest to hotel engineers and managers such as energy, fire code, elevator 

codes and sustainability. HEANY’s mission is to assist engineers and general managers 

throughout the Metropolitan New York Area to keep them up to date on the latest developments 

in engineering, legislation, technology and issues relating to the physical plant of the hotel.  



If you are employed by a hotel or private club, you are eligible to participate without 

charge. If you do not work for a hotel or club, you can participate by becoming a sponsor and 

making an annual contribution.  For more information, please contact Sarah Berman, who serves 

as the Executive Director, at sberman@bermangrp.com, or visit the organization’s website at 

www.hotelengineers.org. 
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